Graven Hill is located to the south of Bicester in Oxfordshire and is offering the largest self-build development in the
country. Click on the logo or picture above to find out more.
Morban are a local supplier of lighting control & home automation / entertainment systems. Building your own home
from scratch is the ideal time to ready your house for the future. Even it is only to ensure that the cables are in place
for such systems.
Whether you are wanting control over your lighting to provide energy management or a full blown multiroom
entertainment system Morban are here to help. Once interest is shown often the next question is what would you like
to achieve. Well as you can imagine the options are endless and in reality the limiting factors become time and
money. Below are a few of the main areas to consider within a modern property...

Communications

Entertainment

Internet and WiFi coverage

Home cinema and surround systems

Structured Data cabling

Full HD multiroom video distribution

TV & Satellite distribution

Multiroom Audio / Music systems
iPad based remote control solutions

Security
CCTV
Door / Gate Entry
Automation
Lighting Control

What next
1: Obviously a phone conversation is a good place to start to discuss the options and your needs.
2: We will then ask you for a set of floor plans. This helps understand the layout of the property and from there we
can build a discussionary quote.
3: At this point we will discuss the systems offered in detail and tailor them to your needs. Requoting as required.
4: If you decide to proceed we will request an initial payment for a set of wiring schematics and will work with your
electrician to commence first fix.
5: When you and the property is ready we will move to second fix and start the installation of the systems

We look forward to your call... 01896 205110 or 0870 1417042
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